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JURONG
SML

From left to right: Chan Nai Eng (Project Director), Freddie Woo (Executive Director) and C.T. Lee (General Manager).

Jurong SML, formed as a result of the
merger of SML Shipyard and Atlantis
Shipyard in March 2002, is a wholly
owned subsidiary of SembCorp Marine.
It operates as a mid-sized shipyard
specialising in the repair of small and
medium-sized vessels, including afloat
and anchorage repairs and the
construction of mid-sized vessels at its
two locations in Singapore. It has a five-
hectare site with two drydocks of 17,500

dwt capacity at the Shipyard Road
location and a six-hectare site with two
floating docks of 35,000 dwt capacity
at the Tuas Road location.

Prior to the merger, SML Shipyard
was kept busy in 2001 with a series
of projects, achieving a dock utilisation
rate of 87.9 per cent. Steel throughput
was recorded at 1,225 tons and
comprised several high value-added

projects. For the year in review,
Atlantis Shipyard concentrated on a
number of steel erections and fabrication
jobs, achieving steel throughput at
11,000 tons and a dock utilisation rate
of 78.4 per cent. Key projects for
both companies included:

• Conversion of Nico Siam from a
s t o r a g e  b a r g e  i n t o  a n
accommodation crane barge for 150
passengers

• Jumboisation of Fugro Explorer and
converting it into a Seismic Drillship
with a DP System

• Docking, special survey and repairs
to the controllable pitch propellers
and rudders of Professor Gorjunov

• Mobilisation/demobilisation of Adams
Challenge from cable laying to diving
support vessel

• Twin screws shaft withdrawal from
Arctic Kalvik's controllable pitch
propeller with each screw weighing
40 tons

• Renewal of generator engines for
Iran Ehsan and Iran Meezan

• Construction of two units of 1078
TEU container vessels for Jurong
Shipyard

Shipyard Operations Review
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vessels, including afloat and anchorage
repairs, and the construction of
mid-sized vessels at its two locations.
With economies of scale and higher
combined capacity, Jurong SML
would forge ahead in expanding its
market share in the offshore and
conversion markets while exploring
niche markets in high-speed crafts
and luxury vessels.

Aerial view of Jurong SML Shipyard at Tuas.

Facilities upgrading continued to keep
pace with project needs. During the
year, SML Shipyard refurbished its
slipway and performed a facelift of its
fac i l i t i es ,  bu i ld ings and yard
surroundings. At the same time, Atlantis
Shipyard installed a closed-circuit
television system to strengthen the
security of its warehouse.

On the health and safety front, SML
Shipyard recorded an accident
frequency rate of 11 per million man-
hours worked in 2001 while Atlantis
Shipyard recorded a frequency rate of
5.9 per million man-hours worked.
Atlantis Shipyard was commended for
its efforts in promoting a healthy work
environment when it received the
Singapore Health Award 2001 (Bronze)
from the Ministry of Health.

From March 2002, SML Shipyard's
operations of ship repairing of small-
and mid-sized vessels, including afloat
and anchorage repairs, would be fully
merged with Atlantis Shipyard's
operations. The merged entity,
Jurong SML, would operate as a mid-
sized shipyard specialising in the
repair of small and medium-sized


